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FORT WORTH, Texas — Celebrating Women’s History Month continues in the skies with free in�ight entertainment

on American Airlines. Now playing on board American’s �ights are 20 beloved female-driven movie hits such as

Hidden Figures, Little Women and Mulan.

In honor of Women’s History Month, customers can enjoy inspiring and uplifting female-focused movie hits

FORT WORTH, Texas — Celebrating Women’s History Month continues in the skies with free in�ight entertainment

on American Airlines. Now playing on board American’s �ights are 20 beloved female-driven movie hits such as

Hidden Figures, Little Women and Mulan.

All in�ight entertainment on board American �ights is free, including a library of up to 600 movies and TV shows.

Customers can reach free entertainment on their phone, tablet or laptop. Simply enable airplane mode and

connect to the “AA-In�ight” signal. From there, the entertainment can be accessed from the American Airlines app,

or aain�ight.com.

“American is proud to honor the rich history and accomplishments of women, especially in a year that has taken

such a unique toll with yet more roles and responsibilities to juggle,” said Clarissa Sebastian, Managing Director of

premium customer experience and onboard products. “We invite all customers to celebrate Women’s History

Month with us and relax with a specially curated movie selection.”

American works with its Employee Business Resource Groups — 20 groups made up of more than 26,000 American

Airlines team members that represent di�erent backgrounds, cultures and experiences — to highlight movies that
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celebrate diversity across its in�ight entertainment.

The collection of 20 movies will be featured on the Women in Film and March Featured Movie channels. A few of

the highlights include:

Hidden Figures (2017)
 

An elite team of black female mathematicians at NASA help win the space race and advance the quest for equality.

Little Women (2019)
 

Jo March re�ects on her life to tell the story of the March sisters, four young women determined to live life on their

own terms.

Mulan (2020)
 

Out of love for her family and her country, a fearless young woman risks everything and becomes a legendary

Chinese warrior.

Save Yourselves! (2020)
 

As hip, technology-dependent Brooklyn couple Jack and Su spend time in an isolated cabin to unplug, they are

unaware that the planet is under attack.

Marea Alta (High Tide) (2020)
 

When Laura’s lover, and contractor, goes missing, tensions begin to rise.

About American Airlines Group
 

American’s purpose is to care for people on life’s journey. Shares of American Airlines Group Inc. trade on Nasdaq

under the ticker symbol AAL and the company’s stock is included in the S&P 500. Learn more about what’s

happening at American by visiting news.aa.com and connect with American on Twitter @AmericanAir and at

Facebook.com/AmericanAirlines.
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